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. .Q: Why didn't the revealer
reveal himself while he was
alive? The revealer revealed

himself to Ormus in his dream.
But why didn't he reveal

himself to the priest? Why did
he reveal himself to Ormus?

Isn't the priest his servant? Is it
fair for him to reveal the secret
of the priest to the mediator of

God? A: You can find in several
passages the occult meaning of
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dreams, which was thought
unique: The Torah is full of

mystical and secret meanings; it
is not understood by the masses
unless the Holy One, blessed be
He, reveals his secrets to them.

There is a strange miracle in
Torah. The blind are given

sight, and a deaf man can hear,
to those who are chosen for this
special benefit. (Source) Rabbi
Abraham Zevdali has revealed

the truth of his message through
the dream of the Vizier Ormus

(Mishnaic parah 2:6). The
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reason is that the Vizier Ormus
is chosen to be the mediator to

the Prophet, as he explains:
Thus, Ormus explained, the
government being elected by
the people, the Vizier Ormus

was appointed by the Prophet of
Truth to be his representative. It

follows, therefore, that the
Prophet is the servant of the
Vizier. (Source) This is also
discussed in mishnaic parah
2:9-10: Now, what does this

mean? That the Vizier could not
represent the Prophet as his
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servant. Rather, the Vizier was
raised to the level of the

Prophet, and the Vizier was
made the Prophet's

representative, because the
Prophet would reveal his secret,

the purpose of the Prophet
being to tell others "everything
that I have heard." So Ormus is
raised to the level of prophet

because he will reveal the
secret, and someone who will
reveal this secret is appointed
representative of the prophet.

This is also further explained by
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the sage R' Yehudah at the end
of the Gemara in parah 2:9,
where he explains that the

actual reason why the Vizier is
appointed as Ormus's mediator

is because the Vizier will
interpret the dreams of Ormus.

Thus, Ormus explained, the
government being elected by
the people, the Vizier Ormus

was appointed by the Prophet of
Truth to be his representative. It

follows, therefore, that the
Prophet is the servant
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